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The aim of the CYGNO project is to demonstrate the capability of a high resolution gaseous TPC
based on sCMOS (scientific CMOS) optical readout for present and future directional Dark Matter
searches at low WIMP masses (1-10 GeV) down to and beyond the Neutrino Floor. CYGNO is a
medium-size astroparticle physics experiment that requires a relatively small amount of computing
resources and for this reason can be subjected to a fragmentation and low utilisation rate. This
is a typical use case that could exploit and benefit from all the features of a Cloud infrastructure.
In the context of the INFN Cloud project, a container-based system has been developed in order
to provide a seamless integration between storage and computing system. The latter is based on
JupyterHub to provide a multi user server to access the experiment environment (ROOT, GEANT,
GARFIELD++, libraries, etc). The token based authentication and authorization system allows
a seamless integration with S3 Cloud Storage where a remote DAQ system continuously uploads
acquired files. The result is a "Software as a Service" (SaaS) layer for data analysis and simulation
with common tools of our community. The paper will detail the overall project and preliminary
user experiences.
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1. Introduction
The physics theories describing our Universe (General Relativity, the Standard Model of
Particle Physics and the Cosmological Model [1]) are still full of questions and unknown issues. This
scenario is manly investigated by the so called astroparticle experiments: hundreds of experiments
located in many different environments such as deep underground laboratories, sea water, over
highlands, on balloon and in the space. These experiments have to probe a plethora of phenomena
that go from the Gravity and Gravitational dynamics effects, neutrinos physics, dark matter and
dark energies to cosmic rays studies. Such experiments are of very different scale and the computer
models they need to acquire, store, simulate and analyze data are very different and typically very
far from High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments at accelerators (see Figure 1). They are producing
"big data" with different volume, velocity and variety, and the reconstruction, analysis and simulation
of most of them can not continuously be processed, producing a large discontinuity and sometimes
inefficiency of the exploitation of the allocated computing resources. These motivations pushed us
to study and implement the CYGNO use case on the INFN Cloud computing infrastructure.
3
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2. CYGNO Experiment
The aim of the CYGNO project [2] is to realize a large gaseous Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) based on Optical Read Out (OPT) of the ionization electrons avalanche multiplications [3],
exploiting the progress in commercial scientific Active Pixel Sensors (APS) based on Scientific
CMOS (sCMOS).Those detectors can investigate O(1-10) GeV dark matter mass range with reasonable sensitivity, when reaching large volumes. It can reject beta/gamma background and exploit
the feature of directionality, identifying DM/SN coming form a specific direction [4]. The roadmap
(see Figure 2) foresees the construction of a 𝑁/𝑚 3 demonstrator equipped with 18 cameras - APS
sensors based, 2304×2304 resolution with single photon sensitivity - looking for the rare candidates
events to be identified over beta/gamma background produced by natural radioactivity. The detector
will be also equipped with 4 Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMT) symmetrically placed around each
camera to detect the time shape longitudinal evolution of the detected tracks.
A first prototype, called LIME, equipped with a single camera and 4 PMTs has been installed at
the beginning of the 2022 in "quiet" underground environment of the INFN Gran Sasso Laboratory
(LNGS) and is starting to produce first data. The purpose of the project is to demonstrate that the
technology is ready to build a O(30-100)𝑚 3 detector.

Figure 2: CYGNO experiment roadmap.
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Figure 1: An example of the variability of requirements for computational resources (CPU vs Storage)
requested by INFN astroparticle experiments at computer center CNAF (2020).
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3. Computing requirements
The advantage of OPT based on APS sensors lies in the high sensitivity and granularity that
such commercial sensors can offer with respect to standard electron amplifiers that could be very
expensive, radioactive and with a limited density. This technology allows to build detectors with
O(107 ) readout channels, achieving 100-150 𝜇m space resolutions and ≃10-12% energy resolution
at eV scale, as it is foreseen for the CYGNO demonstrator (see Figure 3) with a cost that is O(103 )
lower than with standard electronics.

Obviously such technology is limited in speed and can be applied only in limited cases such
as DM search and SN study where events rate and detector occupancy are very low. The prototype
installed at LNGS today is producing 2.5MB of data size/event. Being the expected rate, due mainly
to background to be rejected by the reconstruction process, about 0.2 Hz, this results in about 50
GB/day. Anyhow, the computing infrastructure has to be ready to acquire larger data throughput
of CYGNO (about 20 times) and to demonstrate the feasibility of CYGNO30-100 (100-1000 times
the current prototype). To the experiment data, simulation and calibration data have to be summed,
and a total amount of 20TB storage/year is estimated for the prototype phase.
Even if CYGNO is a small/medium size astroparticle experiment from the data throughput
perspective, reconstruction and simulation need to handle large images and clustering algorithms [5–
7] are needed to identify candidate signals and reject background. Moreover, Machine Learning
is largely used to identify sensor noise, particles direction and Monte Carlo validation. Last but
not least the CYGNO project data and software need to be accessible and easy to use for all the
international collaboration and students participating.

4. INFN Cloud project
Over the past two decades INFN has played a leading role in the design and implementation of
large-scale computing infrastructures and applications for scientific communities. While initially
this was primarily focused to meet the needs of the latest generations of HEP experiments, nowadays
5
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Figure 3: The 1m3 CYGNO-phase1 demonstrator (CYGNO_1).
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it is rapidly extending to other communities. The national distributed system deployed in the context
of the LHC Computing consists of 9 medium-sized centers (Tier-2) and 1 large Tier-1 center, at
CNAF (Bologna). Moreover, at the beginning of 2020 the INFN Cloud project [8] has been launched
with the aim of building a distributed Cloud infrastructure and providing advanced services for
the INFN scientific communities. The INFN Cloud Infrastructure entered the production phase
towards the end of 2020 and the project is now driving all the INFN initiatives related to the Cloud
developments. The key features of the INFN Cloud can be summarized as follow:

• A set of services that can be used through a portal, from a terminal or with a set of APIs.
• A "high-level" mechanism for adapting and evolving the service portfolio according to the
needs and requests of users.
• A fully distributed intra-INFN organization for the support and management of infrastructure
and services.
On top of this the two key architectural elements are: a distributed resource orchestration and a
modern federated solution for the identity access management. The new born INFN Cloud project
resulted a suitable technology enabler for the CYGNO computing model implementation and to this
end a series of R&D activities started.

5. Implementing CYGNO computing model on INFN Cloud
In order to exploit the INFN Cloud resources and service solutions to implement the CYGNO
computing model, three major areas of development have been identified and prioritized: Cloud
storage integration; support for interactive analysis; integration of batch processing. Furthermore,
as detailed in sec. 6, additional developments for the online pre-processing are also foreseen and
already planned, although with lower priorities.
5.1 Exploiting the INFN Cloud storage
The first objective has been to integrate the CYGNO Data Acquisition (DAQ) with the INFN
Cloud object storage. The DAQ is based on the MIDAS framework [9] that takes care of acquiring
camera images triggered by the PMTs signals when few photons (down to a single one) are detected
in the TPC volume; auxiliary channels and high voltage are also monitored. Data and metadata
are stored locally on disk and local SQL DB. Acquired data needs to be copied to the INFN Cloud
Storage while the related metadata goes in the SQL database, where data and metrics are presented
by means of Grafana interface. Calibration data are also produced, stored and used online and
during the events reconstruction. In order to stage DAQ files to cloud we decided to use the object
storage service offered by INFN Cloud providing S3 interfaces. It is implemented by a MinIO
cluster, actually a Gateway for the Swift backend. As such, to stage data into the cloud storage, one
needs to interface with MinIO. Minio is an open source distributed object storage server, providing
6
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• A multi-site federated Cloud infrastructure owned by INFN and possibly extendable to other
Cloud infrastructures and resources.
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5.2 Interactive data analysis
The ultimate goal is to provide CYGNO researchers with a "Software as a Service" like platform
that facilitates the access to data for interactive analysis via a web interface. Since the goal is to
deliver a multi-user platform, a JupyterHub based system has been put in place and, once again, the
integration with INDIGO IAM has been made in order to manage the user authN/Z.The described
system has been fully integrated within the TOSCA plus Ansible based system of INFN Cloud
service portfolio (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The INFN Cloud Dashboard. On the left: the service portfolio implemented so far. On the right:
the configuration form that allows to customize the CYGNO compute environment to be deployed on Cloud.

Following the cloud native development model, since the beginning the runtime environment
of the experiment (i.e. the required software packages and libraries) has been setup and managed
via containers (Docker). A CYGNO golden image has been produced. Any user is allowed then
to customize and personalize it based on specific needs. Technically those images are spawned
7
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S3 storage functionality and a High Performance Object Storage API compatible with Amazon
S3 cloud storage service. The latter actually represents a key feature for the CYGNO integration
because it allows to use the Boto3 Python SDK for Amazon Web Services (AWS) as well to rely
on MinIO Security Token Service (STS) for authentication (AuthN) and authorization (AuthZ)
matters. In turn this means that on the one hand, the use of Boto3 grants us to operate on S3
buckets resources, creating, updating, and deleting files from Python scripts. On the other hand
STS AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity API endpoint allows us to generate temporary access credentials
using a JSON Web Token (JWT) returned from a configured OpenID Identity Provider such as
INDIGO Identity and Access Management (IAM). The latter is the OpenID Connect Identity
Provider adopted by INFN Cloud and has been integrated with MinIO as external Identity provider.
Managing authorization rules to define who can read/write on buckets is a strong requirement for
the experiment because acquired data must be properly secured. Finally the DAQ system relies on
oidc-agent [10] software in order to locally manage the JWT.
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by JupyterHub anytime a user requires a JupyterLab instantiation. To this end the login form of
JupyterHub supports the definition of the docker image to be spawned. A final remark is about the
integration with cloud storage. A part of the S3 based access, the golden image is equipped with a
tool based on rclone that is in charge of setting up an authenticated posix mount point that allows
the user to access S3 via posix.
The implemented solution allows to access via a JupyterLab Web App to:
• ensure controlled access for CYGNO users to data and computing resources;

• access data via POSIX and REST API to ensure local/remote and anonymous - open - access;
• provide environment for interactive data reconstruction, analysis and simulation (based on
GEANT4/GARFIELD package);
• provide access to the experiment HTCondor batch queue for reconstruction, simulation and
data analysis;
• provide data backup on TAPE;
• develop an orchestrator scale and provide the resources elastically on demand.
The CYGNO workflow - from DAQ to storage, analysis and reconstruction - has been developed
and tested with the high background data acquired overground where the radioactivity is many order
of magnitude larger than in the underground laboratory of LNGS.
Figure 5 shows an example of the CYGNO reconstruction algorithm working on an image (left)
taken by the LIME prototype placed overground at the Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF) and
its output (right), where it is possible to observe the found clusters.
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• develop and execute interactively Python/ROOT kernels algorithms;
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5.3 On-Demand Batch System for CYGNO

6. Future developments: Middle Ware Project
The Middle Ware (MW) is a project under development in order to evaluate data quality
and produce a quasi online pre-reconstruction and analysis. The idea is to develop a framework,
hosted in the INFN Cloud, capable of processing the data acquired by the detector and the sensors,
delivery quality information about the runs, store information to the SQL DB and show the analyzed
information with Dashboards.
Today a prototype is deployed on local resources and is under test, pushing reconstructed
information and analysis on the SQL DB in Cloud. The SQL DB is accessed by a Grafana server,
also placed in the INFN Cloud, that generates useful real-time information about the analyzed data,
as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Nowadays Data Flow - schematic view from detector to cloud.

For the next step, the goal is to have the whole data pipeline hosted in the INFN Cloud, in a
way that it is possible to scale the computational/storage needs when it will be necessary. One of
the foreseen possibilities is to place the Apache Kafka Software [11] as a data worker to handle the
9
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The third development area is focused on enabling batch processing. A main requirement
was to enable dynamic on demand capability to create and access batch resources. This has been
realized by reusing an already available solution provided by INFN Cloud where a Kubernetes based
service is used to deploy a complete HTCondor batch. The batch system is based on HTCondor
9.x. as this version grants support for token authentication (SCITOKENS method). In addition,
being it completely cloudified, using custom containers and managing user tailored Workernodes
is pretty easy. More important, the choice seems particularly suitable also because the underlying
technology grants the possibility to easily scale up and down, a main motivation for CYGNO to move
toward an elastic strategy for resource exploitation. The batch system has been fully integrated with
the JupyterHub system described in sec 5.2 by meaning that a single JupyterLab interface allows
to submit also batch jobs. The technical choice to move toward a container orchestration based
platform goes in the direction of further extending the CYGNO cloud system with further services.
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real-time data and feed the reconstruction algorithm managed by the Apache Spark software [12],
both software hosted in the cloud, as illustrated in the Figure 7.

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, INFN Cloud through its Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer allows the experiments
to access resources as a Software as a Service (SaaS), and CYGNO is the beta-tester of this system.
This implementation did not show any conceptual or practical limits that the cloud architecture has
not been able to solve.
The cloud, beyond specific experiments, seems to be the best way to efficiently manage the
available resources, in particular for small and medium-sized experiments, now more and more
frequent not only in the world of astroparticles.
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